
Personal Injury

Our personal injury attorneys work tirelessly and effectively to alleviate the
physical, financial, and emotional injuries caused by the negligence of others.
Attorneys in Todd & Weld's personal injury practice, led by Partners Nick Carter and Maria Davis, represent
victims of traumatic injuries caused by the negligence or intentional misconduct of others, including cases
involving medical malpractice, automobile accidents, construction accidents, assault, food poisoning,
premises accidents, industrial accidents, and product-related accidents.

Our goal in every case is to improve the lives of individuals and families by helping them to alleviate the
devastating physical, emotional, and financial burdens they suffer because of negligent conduct of others.  Our
attorneys have built a reputation for unsurpassed preparation of cases and relentless dedication to our clients
who put their trust in us.

We have a long track record of achieving favorable outcomes for our clients, including multimillion-dollar
verdicts and settlements.  Our lawyers deploy cutting-edge courtroom presentation tools that allow them to tell
your story effectively and with compassion.  Expert testimony is often required to establish liability and prove
damages in personal injury cases.  Our firm has established an extensive network of professional experts who
can provide the evidence as needed to support your case.

In addition to providing skilled advocacy, our lawyers are sensitive to the concerns of  individuals and their
loved ones who are managing the fallout of traumatic physical and emotional injuries.  We spend the time
needed to answer your questions and keep you informed as your case moves forward.

If you or a loved one has suffered injuries in an accident, contact us to discuss your legal rights.
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Attorneys

Nicholas B. Carter

Maria T. Davis

Christine R. Thompson

Areas of Focus

Construction Accidents

Food Poisoning Litigation

Medical Negligence

Premises Liability

Product Liability

News & Insights

Nick Carter offers expert analysis on MA Appeals Court decision allowing trip-and-fall case to proceed
despite ‘trivial’ defect

Nick Carter comments on court decision concerning medical causation in personal injury case

Channel 5 Investigates report focuses on preventable fatal pedestrian accident

CBS Boston in exclusive report highlights new lawsuit filed by firm involving fatal pedestrian accident

Firm's representation of client in fatal pedestrian accident case included in WCVB-TV investigative report on
dangerous Boston crosswalks

Just Transparency post: Tragic food poisoning case highlights lax federal oversight of produce growers

Jeffrey Catalano offers insights on choosing a fair and representative jury

Results

Firm obtains $1.27M wrongful death settlement involving tragic hit-and-run

Firm obtains $4.25M settlement in infant burn case

Firm obtains $1.5M settlement in workplace accident case

Firm obtains $500K settlement in case involving elderly woman who died from a fall in transportation van
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